E L E V A T E your E X P E R T I S E :

L E ADING
with
E M OTIONA L
I N TELLIGENCE

Elevate your Expertise
Leading with Emotional Intelligence

E X E C UT IV E

SU MMARY

The leader with highly-developed

people they serve. In a 2012 study involving

(Mittal and Sindhu, 2012). In this white

emotional intelligence stands out like a

prominent Fortune 500 companies, Vipin

paper, we will summarize the significance

bright and welcoming lighthouse in the

Mittal and Ekta Sindhu found that leaders

of emotional intelligence (EI) and how it

deep sea of qualified candidates. They

with high levels of emotional intelligence

can enhance leadership ability and overall

have a distinct edge over those who lack

are excellent communicators; they

professional success. We will also present

this important leadership attribute-and

understand what messages will connect

ideas for how a person can develop their EI

it shows. Those with a high degree of

best and how to express them. They create

to reap the benefits of this important and

emotional intelligence are more often

personal connections with others and make

highly sought-after leadership skill.

called upon to lead. They are naturally

themselves visible and approachable. And

influential, and they leave a positive and

most importantly, they are able to temper a

lasting mark on the organizations and

drive for results with a sensitivity to others

W HAT
AN D

is E M O T I O N A L

and D O E S

I NTEL L IGENCE

it M A T T E R ?

In his vast research on this topic, Dr. Daniel Goleman defined

In summary, the emotionally intelligent person is highly conscious

emotional intelligence as the ability to understand oneself and to

of their own emotional state and the emotional state of others and

empathize with others. Dr. Goleman believes emotional intelligence

is able to use that deep understanding to be more effective in their

lies within one’s capacity for recognizing and identifying feelings,

roles as a leader. So, why does EI matter so much?

and then successfully using those insights to motivate and manage
ourselves and others.
Emotionally intelligent individuals:
• Possess ability to connect with others in ways that incite
confidence and facilitate collaboration

B E C AUS E

B E I N G

S M ART,

C R E DE N TI A LE D,

• Build productive and inspired teams with a high level of 		
trust and job satisfaction

AC CO MP L I S H E D ,

• Add immeasurable value to their organizations in ways 		

and

beyond their impressive credentials, vast technical 		
expertise, years of education, or relevant experience
• Bring a keen understanding of the human elements
of leadership

W E L L- E D U C AT E D
I S N ’ T

A LWAYS

E N O UG H .

• Are the leaders everyone wants to follow, and every
organization is lucky to have
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In a 2012 article by Keld Jensen published in Forbes Magazine, the

At Creighton University’s Heider College of Business, we believe

author asserts that IQ alone is barely an indicator when it comes to

developing your EI is just as important to the success equation

predicting success and professional achievement. Jensen even

as your educational and professional achievements. Like all of

goes as far as to say that 85 percent of your financial success is

the programs at Creighton University, our Healthcare Executive

due to skills in “human engineering,” which the author defines as

Education programs are infused with the Jesuit values of service

“your personality and ability to communicate, negotiate, and lead”

to community and others and personal formation. Our programs’

(Forbes, 2012). So, if a high IQ does not guarantee you will stand out

curricula are intended to assist you in elevating your expertise;

amongst the crowd, and your long list of credentials and education

focusing equally on technical and emotional competencies.

isn’t enough to propel your success as a leader-what other qualities
do you need to have?

C A N

A

M O R E

P ERSO N

learn T O

E MOT I O N ALLY

B E

INTEL L IGENT ?

The good news is, yes! Being mindful of your own internal dialog

While EI is largely attributed to a combination of stable personality

and of how others perceive you and your leadership style is a

traits, it is not set in stone. With mindfulness, focus, and dedication,

great start. An intentional awareness of your thought processes and

you can learn to be more self-aware and fine-tune your EI over time.

communication style can help create opportunities to grow

(Chamorro-Premuzic and Sanger, 2017).

as a leader. In a 2017article in the Harvard Business Review, Tomas
Chamorro-Premuzic and Michael Sanger provide some suggestions

Another good strategy is to be intentional about your choice of

for how one can develop EI:

professional development and educational opportunities. Invest

• Have a realistic view of your own strengths and weaknesses

in opportunities that will fine-tune or enhance your emotional

• Develop a basic appreciation of your team members’ strengths,

intelligence alongside the advancement of your technical

weaknesses, and beliefs

knowledge and professional expertise. Creighton’s Healthcare

• Focus on building good relationships-be cooperative, friendly, 		

Executive Education programs are infused with elements that will

trusting, and unselfish

help leaders gain self-awareness,grow capacity for leading and

• Don’t let your passion and enthusiasm cross the line into 		

influencing others, and increase overall emotional intelligence.

moodiness, be mindful of your triggers and reactions and avoid

The commitment to producing well-rounded leaders is just part

temper tantrums

of Creighton’s DNA.

• Strike a good balance between assertiveness and modesty to
earn both the respect and confidence of your team.

TO
T H REE

INC R EA SE

HA BITS

1. Consistently and intentionally nurture

your E I ,

HE R E

and P R A C T I C E S

2. Learn to be mindful of your emotions

are

to C O N S I D E R
3. Seek honest feedback on your

growth in the areas of self-awareness,

and emotional reactions to people and

strengths and weaknesses from trusted

self-management, social awareness,

situations in order to more effectively

colleagues, other successful leaders in

and relationship management.

engage with the world around you.

your professional sphere, or an objective
third party like a coach or mentor.
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CON CLUSI O N
Emotionally intelligent leaders are

but also her behavioral and emotional

And finally, invest in educational and

highly skilled at human connections and

prowess. Technical competence will get

professional development opportunities

relationships. They can skillfully manage

you in the door. EI is what can set you apart.

that provide a balanced approach to

change, make beneficial relationships and

teaching leadership. Look for a curriculum

collaborations work, navigate diverse and

To increase your EI, here are three habits

focused on the necessary competencies

multi-generational workplaces, and retain

and practices to consider:

while also helping you grow your

valuable talent within their organizations.

1. Consistently and intentionally nurture

interpersonal skills. These simple

growth in the areas of self-awareness,

strategies can help you become the leader

As Dr. Goleman states “it’s not that IQ and

self-management, social awareness,

everyone wants to follow.

technical skills are irrelevant. They do

and relationship management.

matter, but mainly as ‘threshold

2. Learn to be mindful of your emotions

capabilities’; that is they are entry-level

and emotional reactions to people and

requirements for the executive level

situations in order to more effectively

positions.” After all, leaders are LEADING;

engage with the world around you.

humans, processes, organizations, and

3. Seek honest feedback on your

more. When one advances past the role of

strengths and weaknesses from trusted

individual contributor, it’s critical that she

colleagues, other successful leaders in

turns an equal focus to growing not

your professional sphere, or an objective

only her technical and tactical expertise,

third party like a coach or mentor.

LE A R N

M ORE

For more information on Creighton’s Healthcare Executive Education programs, please contact the Director of Healthcare Leadership
Programs, Laurie Baedke, FACHE, FACMPE at lauriebaedke@creighton.eduor 402.280.4948. Laurie is a well-known speaker and
co-author of the book “The Emerging Healthcare Leader-A Field Guide”. She has studied emotional intelligence extensively
and presents nationally on the topic.
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